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Changelog: * [VAC][Fix] -the item in game count is wrong (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the graphics while the cop is reloading is out of place (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop not using the correct gun when the player changes weapons (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix]
-static objects like the barrels on the floor and objects while the cop is reloading out of place (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop doesn't have to press L2 when reviving (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop can throw the gun before he is revived (thanks to e.L.Smith!)*
[VAC][Fix] -cop's wound isn't bleeding (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -when the player dies, the cop's feet are not glowing (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop is not able to hang on to the wall (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the ball can bounce over the 'lights' (thanks to
e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the'ball' rotates differently (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the player is able to fire when he doesn't have a weapon (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop has 2 shots when they are already full (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the player can fire with
weapons that doesn't activate on the touch screen (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the police call box explodes on cops (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the cop's shoes are misaligned (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -cop doesn't show all his hands (thanks to e.L.Smith!)*
[VAC][Fix] -the cop can still use his 'knuckles' (thanks to e.L.Smith!)* [VAC][Fix] -the cop can hold his gun in some situations (thanks to e
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